Traumatic compared to non-traumatic clinical-pathologic associations in temporal lobe epilepsy.
This study determined differences in clinical-pathologic characteristics of intractable temporal lobe epilepsy (TLE) patients whose mechanism of cerebral injury and chronic seizures involved a prior history of cerebral trauma compared to those with non-traumatic initial injuries. TLE patients (n = 120) from a single epilepsy center were retrospectively and blindly catalogued into pathogenic groups (independent variables) based on if there was a significant Birth injury (n = 11) or Cerebral trauma (n = 26). These two 'trauma' categories were compared to TLE patients with non-seizure non-trauma histories (Non-Sz/Non-Trauma; n = 17), or a first Prolonged seizure (n = 66). The four groups were compared for differences in the time course of their clinical injuries and seizures, quantified hippocampal neuron counts, other temporal neocortical pathologies, and seizure outcomes (dependent variables). Between group statistically significant (at least P < 0.05) results showed: (1) In Birth injury, 33% had Ammon's Horn (AH) neuron loss under 50%, 54% had other temporal neocortical pathologies, they showed the most CA4 neuron loss, and the worse seizure outcomes. (2) Cerebral trauma were older when injured, 29% had AH loss under 50%, 50% showed other pathologies, and they had the best seizure outcomes. (3) Non-Sz/Non-Trauma showed the least AH and CA4 neuron losses, only 12% had other temporal pathologies, and they had seizure outcomes that were intermediate. (4) Prolonged seizure showed the youngest age of habitual TLE onsets, the greatest AH, CA1, and prosubiculum neuron loss, only 11% had other temporal pathologies, and their seizure outcomes were excellent. These results indicate that in intractable surgically treated TLE, a history of cerebral trauma or birth injury as the pathogenic mechanism of their seizures show different clinical-pathologic features and seizure outcomes compared to non-trauma patients. This supports the notion that in TLE there are different pathogenic mechanisms associated with different types of initial injuries and that patients will have different responses to surgical therapy.